KWG celebrates
new milestone in Hong Kong
with extraordinary Kai Tak project
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KWG Group

Chairman's
Statement

"Led by a global perspective, guided by customer
demand, driven by innovation and assisted by
emerging talents, we will follow the trend of national
urbanisation, forge premium exemplars with ingenuity,
build a sustainable ecosystem, and empower quality of life
on the journey of scalable and diversified development."

		

Ms Sharen Cheung (left) and Mr Raymond Soo (right),
Senior Management, Hong Kong & Overseas
KWG Group Holdings Limited
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Across the Value Chain

KWG Group Holdings Limited (SEHK.1813) has come a long
way since starting out as a residential property developer in
Guangzhou back in 1995. But about 25 years on, the Group
has successfully climbed up and across the value
chain to become one of China’s leading real
estate conglomerates, with a diversified
business portfolio, from real estate
Corporate
to commercial, hospitality,
Rebranding in
tourism, healthcare, art
and education.
2018
Over the course of its development, KWG Group
has expanded both organically and through mergers
and acquisitions. To reflect its renewed corporate identity and
positioning as an ‘Integrated Real Estate Conglomerate’ that has moved
up and across the value chain, KWG was renamed last year—for the first time
since it was listed in Hong Kong in 2007—as KWG Group Holdings Limited
(SEHK.1813). The objective is to work towards a greater synergy by offering a
wider range of value-added services for its growing customer base.
“Property is not just about providing a shelter. It’s more about lifestyle,” says
Mr Raymond Soo, General Manager (Hong Kong & Overseas) at KWG Group.
“At KWG, everything we do, we do with all our heart and soul. We are way more
than a property developer. We are committed to building communities that are
highly liveable and sustainable. As we continue to expand in Hong Kong and
elsewhere, we are also focused on attracting and developing talents.” says Mr
Soo.
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Six
Values

Core talents cultivation

Project managers cultivation

Management
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Art-Education Expansion
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KWG Group

Recognised Industry Leader
Headquartered in Guangzhou with a growing presence in Hong Kong,
KWG Group’s portfolio spans across nearly 40 cities across the country,
especially in major cities such as Guangzhou, Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen
and Hong Kong. It resonates with KWG’s brand philosophy of ‘Founded
in Guangzhou, Radiating out Across the Country’. The Group has built
and delivered approximately 150 projects, including premium residential
projects, prime office premises and prominent shopping centres,
while providing a top-quality lifestyle, wide range of services, leisure
landscapes and amenities, such as clubhouses, schools, healthcare
centres and social connectivity for the community.
“To continue to drive growth, we instil a strong, positive corporate
culture that promotes employees to embody courage. We merge
and consolidate our strength in adversity and pool our efforts to
overcome difficulties. It’s a combination of effective communication,
openness and perseverance that has pulled us through”, says Mr
Soo.
Southern District Development Site, Hong Kong

Growing from Strength to Strength
Thanks to this persistence, the Group is now widely recognised as one of the leading real estate conglomerates in China. After years of
excelling in building homes, it now focuses on three pillars—residential developments, commercial & retail investments, as well as property
management services.
As of 31 December 2018, KWG Group Holdings Limited (SEHK.1813) had total assets of RMB 184.537 billion and a total floor area equity of
16.58 million square metres. Based on a study conducted by the Enterprise Research Institute of Development Research Centre of the State
Council, the Institute of Real Estate Studies of Tsinghua University and the China Index Academy, KWG Group continues to be listed among the
‘2019 China Mainland TOP 10 Real Estate Company Listed in Hong Kong by Comprehensive Strength’.

Chongqing

New Milestone in Hong Kong
“Despite KWG Group’s extensive nationwide network, Hong
Kong’s strategic position as a bridge between China and the world
remains unique and irreplaceable. Our Group upholds a rigorous and
pragmatic land reserve strategy alongside a balanced management
strategy for sustainable development in Hong Kong.” says Ms Sharen
Cheung, Sales & Marketing Director (Hong Kong & Overseas) at KWG
Group.
As a strategic move to enter the Hong Kong property market,
KWG Group acquired two prestigious residential sites through the
government’s land sale programme for a total consideration value of
about HK$24 billion in 2017. The oceanfront site in Southern District
is now being built into a luxury development of approximately 290
residential units, all blessed with expansive sea views.
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Offices in CBD Core
Riding on the wave of continued urbanisation, KWG Group expanded its business into commercial real
estate in 2003. After the successful listing on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in 2007, KWG Group started
looking around for business expansion and diversification opportunities.
These integrated developments are strategically built in prime locations and comprise not only residential,
commercial and retail spaces but also feature hospitality, entertainment, art and culture offerings that altogether
outshine their peers in the vicinity, building up an innovative and sustainable business model. With a strong
presence in office buildings in landmark CBD locations with easy access to the nearby transportation hub in tierone and strong tier-two cities, the Group becomes a pioneer in the leasing market.
Guangzhou offices that have commenced operations include International Finance Place (IFP) and International
Metropolitan Plaza (IMP) in Pearl River New Town. Meanwhile, Shanghai offices that are up and running include
International Metropolitan Plaza (IMP) in Pudong Bund will be grand opened as the Group’s second headquarter in
PRC region.

CA

FA

Communication Automation

Firefighting Automation

Nanning

Guangzhou

Cosmos

International Metropolitan Plaza, Shanghai

Riviera

Seasons

Earmarked for sale later this year, the other project in the
pipeline is ‘Upper RiverBank’, an iconic project in Kai Tak, which is
now being transformed into Hong Kong’s most liveable, privileged
and international neighbourhood with excellent amenities and
connectivity. It is an integrated residential-commercial project
of approximately 570,000 sq ft and will provide 667 beautifully
appointed homes, including high-rise apartments and riverside
mansions upon completion.
“These two splendid projects mark our entry into the Hong Kong
property market. Wherever we are and whatever we do, it is always
our pledge to build homes and serve our customers with heart,” says
Ms Cheung.
In PRC region, the Group is committed to providing customers
with a more long-lasting, vibrant and pleasant living environment.
Six innovative products lines, including ‘Cosmos’, ‘Riviera’, ‘Plaza’,
‘Moon’, ‘Seasons’ and ‘Yunshang’, inject fresh habitat aesthetic
elements into every city.

OA

BA

SA

Office Automation

Building Automation

Security Automation

Primcasa

Chengdu

Riscasa

Shanghai

International Finance Place, Guangxi

5A-Intelligence
All offices built by the Group are
characterised by contemporary architectural
design and user-friendly facilities. Yet,
they are equipped with 5A intelligent IT
support and based on TQM (Total Quality
Management) System, thereby delivering a
multi-functional business environment for
clients.

Novuscasa

Guangzhou

Long-term Rental Assets
Living up to the reputation as an ‘Exquisite Living Space Creator’ and adhering to the philosophy of meticulous hotel service provision,
KWG Group innovatively established three brands of long-term rental apartments for different target segments in 2018, namely, ‘Primcasa’
(hotel-like serviced apartments), ‘Riscasa‘ (international youth apartments), and ‘Novuscasa’ (student apartments/customised dormitories).
It has established its presence in tier-one and strong tier-two cities such as Guangzhou, Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Hangzhou, and
Chengdu.
AUG 2019
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Build Home with Heart
Create Future with Aspiration

KWG Group

Demonstrated Success in Hospitality
Apart from an impressive pipeline of residential and office real
estate developments, KWG Group has become one of the leaders in
China’s hospitality industry. A prime example is the collaboration with
world-renowned hotel management groups which further cements its
prominence in the Chinese hospitality sector. To be exact, the Group began
to tap the hospitality sector in 2009 when it entered into co-operation with
international hotel groups such as Marriott International, Hilton Worldwide
Holdings Inc, Hyatt Hotels Corporation, and more.
Together with W Hotel, Guangzhou, the Group took home a prestigious
range of awards in 2019, including ‘Hotel Fashion List Awards – Fascinating
Fashion Hotel of the Year’ and ‘The 11th China Best Hotel Awards –
Fascinating Fashion Hotel of the Year’.

W Hotel, Guangzhou

Self-owned Brand

The Mulian, Guangzhou

After gaining sufficient experience in hotel operations, KWG Group
has built its self-owned brand ‘The Mulian Hotel Group’ (The Mulian).
It embodies elegance, inspiration, comfort and superb services as its
operating philosophies, actualising the motto of ‘Living Is the Muse of
Inspiration’. The Group expects the ‘The Mulian’ brand to grow into a
leading hotel franchise chain with as many as 20,000 rooms across the
country by the end of 2020.
Every project under the Group’s management is a tour de force.
The accolades it has received include the ‘Best 10 Hotel Management
Companies’ and ‘Emerging Hotel Brand of the Year’ in 2019, often known as
the ‘Oscar’ in the Chinese hotel industry.

Moving from Hospitality to Tourism
Globalisation connects people, cultures and places, so it makes good
sense for KWG Group to expand into the tourism industry. A key project to
highlight is an enriched ‘Yunshang Ecotourism Village’ in Chengdu with its
picturesque views and surroundings.

Yunshang Ecotourism Village, Chengdu

Growing Retail Empire
2018 marked a year of milestones in KWG Group’s retail portfolio
expansion and the nationwide presence of the Group’s commercial real
estate footprint. The niche shopping mall, ‘M•CUBE’, and the fashionable
icon, ‘Ufun’, are the flagship shopping mall brands built and operated by
the Group, located mainly in tier-one cities including Guangzhou, Beijing
and Shanghai. In all, the Group now operates 6 shopping malls and 5
more are upcoming in the near future, continuing the Group’s exceptional
success in the retail industry.

Trinity International Kindergarten,
Guangzhou
AUG 2019

Guangzhou Cosmos is located in the CBD of Guangzhou, maintaining its supreme
position in the Pearl River Park. The design concepts embrace numerous stunning
details. The project boasts significant architectural features, and has become the new
paradigm for the luxury residential market.
Top Team

Architects: Ronald Lu & Partners (Hong Kong) | Rocco Design Architects Ltd (Hong Kong)
Interior:
Steve Leung Designers Ltd (Hong Kong)
Landscape: Bensley Design Studios (Thailand)

5-Star Hotel | W Hotel Guangzhou
The first W Hotel in partnership with Marriott International in PRC introduced Guangzhou to a new style
of modern luxury, featuring cutting-edge architectural and interior designs by an eclectic assemblage of
international designers. It provides a rich mosaic of architectural design elements in the midst of a modern
industrial and economic explosion. It has received over 100 accolades and awards over the years.
Top Team
Architect:
Interior:

Rocco Design Architects Ltd (Hong Kong)
Yabu Pushelberg Design LLC (New York) | Glyph Design Studio (Toronto) | André Fu Studio (Hong Kong)
Aoyama Nomura Design (Tokyo) | Designwilkes Sdn. Bhd (Kuala Lumpur)

Grade-A Office | International Metropolitan Plaza
Located along the central axis of Pearl River New Town, with 360-degree panoramic
views of green pastures and the river, International Metropolitan Plaza (IMP) generates
premium values on investment returns, attracting anchor tenants from the pool of the
Fortune-500 firms. IMP is the city’s icon for soliciting global business.
Top Team
Architect:
Interior:

Rocco Design Architects Ltd (Hong Kong)
Ronald Lu & Partners (Hong Kong)

Commercial Complex | Ufun Shopping Mall • W Hotel
				
Grade A Office • Serviced Apartment
‘Ufun’ Shopping Mall in Chengdu is designed to provide an ultimate shopping experience
together with a wide range of entertainment and leisure facilities, as well as healthy dining options
to create a one-stop shopping centre of quality and taste. It is positioned as the prime fashionable
shopping centre that offers a new shopping experience with trendy and affordable luxury
commodities.
Top Team

Architect: Lead8 International Limited (Hong Kong)
Interior:
Lead8 International Limited (Hong Kong)
Landscape: Urbis Limited (Hong Kong)

Modern Architecture | Sengo Education
Sengo Education is located in Chengdu’s Yushang Resort area with full intellectual and
inspirational décor. The place is surrounded by enchanting and serene natural landscape which
offers children a joyful and energetic learning environment. Its vision is to nurture children
through a multi-dimensional approach.
Top Team

Architect: Hibinosekkei, Inc (Japan)
Interior:
Hibinosekkei, Inc (Japan)
Landscape: Hibinosekkei, Inc (Japan)

M•CUBE, Beijing
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Luxury Residential | The Cosmos

Education: Foresee the Future

Commitment to Charity

Art@KWG

KWG Education Group was established in 2017 with the mission to
‘Pursuing Education in Its Purest Form’. Its business spans early childhood
education, insertional education, and extracurricular education with the
support of education research, education technology and education
investment. It strives to create an innovative education ecosystem of
holistic cultivation inside and outside the school, provide premium
education resources for learners, teachers, schools and society, and
become a respected education brand.

‘Founded on Love, Doing Good Deeds
All the Way’ is the corporate mission
and values of KWG Group. It has made
donations in cash and in kind of over RMB
800 million to date.

The KWG Art Lab programme was successfully
launched in 2013 and is committed to building
hundreds of art libraries at rural primary schools
around the country so as to cultivate children’s
creativity and broaden their horizons.

The Way Forward
KWG Group believes Greater Bay Area and Yangtze River Delta Area will continue
to benefit from urbanisation and government policies. The Group is currently focused
on its expansion among these potential regions with a major focus in Hong Kong, the
international financial centre.
AUG 2019
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KWG Group

Extraordinary Milestone in
Hong Kong

KWG poised to make

Ms Sharen Cheung (left) and
Mr Raymond Soo (right),
Senior Management,
Hong Kong & Overseas
KWG Group Holdings Limited

Hong Kong debut with new Kai Tak project

“This splendid project marks our entry in the
Hong Kong market and represents an excellent
opportunity in terms of strengthening our nationwide presence. Our Hong Kong expansion is a major
milestone of our strategic growth plan. We have
been showing the local market KWG’s extraordinary
qualities alongside our corporate vision ‘Build
Home with Heart, Create Future with Aspiration’.
As part of the new Central Business District (CBD2),
Kai Tak is a strategic location where prime sites were
sold at record prices. We are very optimistic about
the future of ‘Upper RiverBank’,” Ms Cheung says.
Upon completion, the project will provide 667
premium homes, ranging from one-bedroom to
four-bedroom. Apart from high-rise apartments and
riverside mansions, the project will feature a Britishinspired clubhouse and an enchanting landscaped
garden for families’ entertainment.
“Notwithstanding the current market turbulence,
we retain our optimism and confidence in the Hong
Kong market for long-term prospects. Looking to
the future, the Group will continue to make ongoing
efforts to drive internationalisation in image,
specialisation in management and standardisation
in services, with the objective of developing ‘KWG
Brand’ into a city icon with a high-end reputation,”
emphasises Ms Cheung.

Kai Tak Development Site, Hong Kong

Upper RiverBank Property Information
Address
Total GFA
Land Use
No. of Units
Amenities
School Net
Material Date
Developers
Website

11 Muk Tai Street, Kai Tak, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Approx. 570,000 sq. ft.
Residential & Commercial
667 (Towers & Mansions)
Clubhouse, Carparking Spaces & Private Garden
34
15th November, 2021
KWG Group & Longfor Group
www.urbhk.com

In Hong Kong, KWG Group (SEHK.1813) recently launched a residential project in Kai Tak, named 'Upper
RiverBank' at a ceremony held in May 2019 at The Ritz-Carlton, Hong Kong.
'Upper RiverBank', built in partnership with Longfor Group (SEHK.960), will be KWG’s debut project in Hong
Kong. Situated in the vibrant hub of Kai Tak, it is positioned as a premium residential project that comprises
approximately 570,000 square feet of gross floor area, including residential and commercial floorspaces.

Sharen Cheung: “British-inspired lifestyle"

Sharen SW Cheung,
Sales & Marketing Director
(HK & Overseas), KWG Group
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“Executed by an internationally recognised team of design professionals, the overall planning
of ‘Upper RiverBank’ is inspired by the spectacular riverfront lifestyle of London’s South Bank.
In addition to a collection of exquisite homes, the complex will feature a luxury clubhouse that
merges classic and contemporary British lifestyles, serene
green open spaces and plentiful water features, with refined
architectural motifs. This approach clearly demonstrates our
passion for building communities, connecting with the privileged
neighbourhood by creating thoughtful living spaces,” says
Ms Sharen Cheung, Sales & Marketing Director (Hong Kong &
Overseas) at KWG Group Holdings Limited.
Promising a superior quality of life, Kai Tak is now being
transformed into Hong Kong’s most liveable district, combining
residential, commercial, recreational and more than 100 hectares
of green space. The district will be served by the Kai Tak MTR
station, which forms part of the Sha Tin-Central rail and is under
construction. A proposed monorail system, a multi-purpose
sports complex and the Kai Tak River are now at the planning
stage.

Mr Nigel Wallace,
Artist, Photographer, Illustrator and owner of White One Suger
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www.kwggroupholdings.com
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